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Card Sorting

The card sort is based
off of the different
features that the
application is suppose to
have incorporated. The
categories, profile
settings, tokens, sharing
videos, and the actions
on individual video clips.



TreeJack Testing

The Tree Jack test
consisted of a series of
tasks for the user
complete based off of
the original Information
Architecture. The graphs
shows how successful
each of the tasks were
by the users.





Testing Methods
To test my prototypes I user tested a
small group of the target audience and
conducted clickable prototype tests via
zoom. First I created scripts consisting
of both pre-curser questions about their
technology use, age, and familiarity with
social networks, as well as different
tasks for each target. 

Afterwards, looking back through the
feed I timed out how long it took each
user to complete each task,
documenting both their actions as well
as what they said they were going to do. 



Profile Page

Pull Down

Discover Page

Landing Page

Content Creator Profile

Paper Prototyping
Ideating with paper wireframes I built out the first low fidelity
version of the prototype and conducted initial tests with the
prototype app called Pop.



Mid Fidelity Prototype



Where would you go to share this video with other people or social
platforms?

If this video had a prize or merchandise attached to it that you could
earn, where would you look to find that?

Where would you look to discover new videos and different genres?

How would you find videos that you have liked or (hearted) in the past?

Where would you go to search for video clips of new Billie Eilish music?

Where would you look to find prizes and content that you have earned
or unlocked?

How would you buy more tokens from the app, so that you can earn
more prizes?

Mid Fidelity Test Results Breakdown



The idea of having a profile photo for our users seems to be
completely irrelevant, and confusing for testers.
The repeated elements of the token purchasing is
unnecessary and muddles the profile page.
Both the token and prize icons, were confusing to users and
unnecessary within this interface.

 

The menu had some very mixed reviews, while a few users liked
the interaction, their actions said different.
The mixed reviews could be due to nonconformity to the usual
menu standards, even though some apps do have a secondary
menu, or due to blending in too much with the videos
appearing on the home page. It is picked up much faster on the
profile and search pages.

 



High Fidelity Prototype V1



If this video had merchandise attached to it that you could earn, where would
you look to find that?

Where would you go to search for video clips of new Billie Eilish music, and
turn on notifications for that artist?

Where would you look to find prizes and content that you have earned or
unlocked?

Where would you go to edit your personal content preferences?

High Fidelity V1 Test Results Breakdown
This round of testing was based off of some of the problem areas that I intended
to fix after the first round of testing, as well as researching the effectiveness of
new ideas implemented by the client.


